We introduce several recursive constructions for caps in projective spaces. These generalize the known constructions in an essential way and lead to new large caps in many cases. Among our results we mention the construction of f(q + 1)(q 2 + 3)g?caps in P G(5; q) and of fq 4 + 2q 2 g-caps in P G(6; q):
Introduction
A cap in PG(k ? 1; q) is a set of points no three of which are collinear. If we write the n points as columns of a matrix we obtain a (k; n)-matrix such that every set of three columns is linearly independent, hence the generator matrix of a linear orthogonal array of strength 3. This is a check matrix of a linear code with minimum distance 4: We arrive at the following:
Theorem 1 The following are equivalent:
A set of n points in PG(k ? 1; q); which form a cap.
A q-ary linear orthogonal array of length n; dimension k and strength
3.
A q-ary linear code n; n ? k; 4] q :
Denote by m 2 (k?1; q) the maximum cardinality of a cap in PG(k?1; q): In the binary case this is a trivial problem. In fact, choosing all nonzero (k ? 1)-tuples as columns we obtain a binary (k ? 1 Theorem 3 (Mukhopadhyay) Assume the following exist:
1. An n-cap in AG(k; q); and 2. an m-cap in PG(l; q):
Then there is an mn-cap in PG(k + l; q):
Mukhopadhyay applies this Theorem in cases n = 1; 2; 3: In case k = 1 this yields in particular the following doubling process: Theorem 4 (doubling) m 2 (l + 1; q) 2 m 2 (l; q):
Case k = 2 yields m 2 (l + 2; q) (q + 1) m 2 (l; q) if q is odd (q + 2) m 2 (l; q) if q is even. In case k = 3 a slight strengthening leads him to another proof of Segre's Theorem 2.
3 A coding-theoretic explanation of the recursive constructions
We start by giving coding-theoretic proofs for some of the recursive constructions mentioned in Section 2. The following is known as the (u; u + v)-construction in the coding-theoretic literature.
Lemma 1 ((u;u + v)-construction) Let If C 2 has parameters n; n?k; 4] we can choose C 1 to be the all-even code n; n?1; 2] and obtain a code 2n; 2n?(k+1); 4]: In geometrical language this is the doubling theorem 4. In fact, it yields a little more: as q > 2 the all-even code n; n ? 1; 2] contains a vector of weight n: This shows that the code C constructed via Lemma 1 also has maximum weight 2n: Geometrically this means that there is a hyperplane, which avoids our point set. We obtain a point set contained in the a ne geometry AG(k; q): Theorem 5 If there is an n-cap in PG(l; q); then there is a 2n-cap in AG(l+ The addition of vectors j (u j ); j < i does not destroy this property. Here we use the fact that the E i form a chain, and the choice of the U i :
Consider a chain E 1 E 2 E 3 of q-ary codes with parameters n; n ? (k + 1); 4] n; n ? 1; 2] n; n; 1]: This chain will exist if and only if a code E 1 with the given parameters exists, which contains a word of weight n: Geometrically this is equivalent to an n-cap in the a ne geometry AG(k; q): We have then h 1 = n ? ( As ovoids are not a ne we cannot apply Theorem 3 to cover a gap of three in the dimension. In particular we have not given a satisfactory explanation of Theorem 2 yet. It is clear that a more general construction must exist, which covers the case when none of the two caps is contained in the a ne geometry. This will be done in the following section.
New recursive constructions
Theorem 8 Assume the following exist:
1. An n-cap K 1 PG(k; q) and a hyperplane H of PG(k; q) such that jK 1 n Hj = w; and 2. an m-cap in PG(l; q):
Then there is an fwm + (n ? w)g-cap in PG(k + l; q):
Proof: We use the language of linear orthogonal arrays. We say that a matrix has strength t if any set of t of its columns is linearly independent.
The assumptions of the Theorem guarantee the existence of the following q-ary matrices:
A (k + 1; n)-matrix A of strength three, whose rst row has w entries = 1 in the rst columns, whose remaining entries are 0, and an (l + 1; m)-matrix B of strength 3.
We have to construct a (k + l + 1; wm + n ? w)-matrix of strength three. This applies in particular in case k = 2: As ovals and hyperovals certainly possess triangles of exterior lines we have i = 3 (equivalently: a generator matrix of the (hyper)oval can be found, all of whose entries are nonzero). Repeated application of Corollary 1 yields the following: Among the applications of Theorem 9 we mention a 102-cap in AG(5; 4) and a 156-cap in AG(5; 5); both of which are avoided by two hyperplanes. What is a little unsatisfactory about Theorem 8 is that it does not use its ingredients in a symmetrical fashion. We symmetrize the approach. Let the following be given:
A (k + 1; n)-matrix A of strength three, whose rst row has w entries = 1 in the rst columns, whose remaining entries are 0, and an (l + 1; m)-matrix B of strength 3, whose rst row has v entries = 1 in the rst columns, whose remaining entries are 0.
Denote by a one of the w rst columns of A; by one of the n ? w last Observe that the coordinate segments have lengths 1,l and k; respectively. Theorem 8 shows that the columns of types I and II yield a matrix of strength 3. By symmetry the same is true of the columns of types I and III. Let the matrix M consist of all the columns of types I,II and III. Our rst aim is a recursive construction making more e cient use of ovoids.
More in general let us consider the case w = n ? 1; v = m ? 1 (equivalently: each of our caps, K 1 PG(k; q) and K 2 PG(l; q) possesses a tangent hyperplane). We claim that M has strength three. In order to simplify the proof we choose notation such that the rst column of A is (1; 0; 0; : : : ; 0); likewise for the rst column of B: This can be achieved by adding suitable multiples of the rst row to the remaining rows. We claim that column 0 is not a multiple of any column a 0 : This is certainly true when a 0 is the zero column. If a 0 6 = 0 is a multiple of 0 ; then we obtain a multiple of the rst column as a linear combination of a and ; contradicting the fact that A has strength three. We check at rst that M has strength 2: It su ces to prove that no column of type II is a scalar multiple of a column of type III. Assume (0; 0 ; a 0 ) = (0; b 0 ; 0 ): The last coordinate segment shows that a 0 = 0 ; a contradiction. It is now just as easy to show that M has strength 3. Assume three columns are linearly dependent. We know that the coe cients of the linear relation must be nonzero. We also know that a column of type II and a column of type III must be involved. If the third column has type I, then the rst coordinate yields a contradiction. Because of symmetry we can assume that two columns of type III and one of type II are involved. The linear dependency looks as follows: Theorem 13 There is a f(q + 1)(q 2 + 3)g?cap in PG(5; q):
